
782 ANNOTATIONS

with a bent point, a spatula equipped with a sharp point, and a
small-size cystitome are recommended as repositors. In difficult
cases one may try to express from between the iris and the cornea
the vitreous that has extruded into the anterior chamber.
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ANNOTATIONS

Case Histories
The history of a case forms an essential part of any medical or

surgical consultation. It depends largely on the type of patient you
are dealing with whether the history is long drawn out or con-
densed. Some lady patients, of the type of Mrs. Nickleby, are
exceedingly diffuse and far from clear headed. Not often does one
meet such a laconic specimen as that recounted ip Sir James Paget's
Life. " What's that ? " said a Yorkshirernan, thrusting out his lower
lip for inspection. "That's cancer " said Paget. "What's to be
done with it ? " "Cut it out." " What'syour fee?" " Two guineas."
We have all suffered in our time from the voluble lady who brings
with her a reticule or attache case full of spectacles and prescriptions
and means to have her money's' worth in conversation if in nothing
else.

As a general rule it is a wise plan to let the patient have her say
without interruption. Occasionally it may be needful to ask a
-leading question, but these are best avoided if possible. A glau-
coma case, that rushes in late for his appointment and says that his
eye went funny a few days ago and that he wishes to be reassured
as to its condition, should certainly be asked how his eye went
funny; for he will probably present you with the diagnosis by saying
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that he saw a coloured ring round a light. But the lady O.P. who
Wastes your time by informing you how her son was apprenticed to

- a carpenter and how her grandmother was stricken with creeping
paralysis can he pulled up short, when it will be found as often as
-not that-she has merely come to. have her lotion repeated.

Nowadays no' surgeon is ever likely to experience such candour in
a lady patient as was displa-yed by that, Duchess, supposed to have
-been a daughter of James II, who said to" doctor, " whatever you
may think is the matter with me, always have an eye to the p-x."

It is our firm conviction that it always pays to listen carefully to-
what the patient has to say.

Hall Marks of Practice
In Victorian days the high-water mark of a consultant's practice

was the presence of a- Bishop on one's books. Members of the
Peerage, Baronets, Knights, Judges, and" even the landed- gentry'
were- not to be despised, but a Bishop gave the :practice a distinction
not otherwise obtainable. Bishops were at that time in shorter
supply, if we may use a modern clich6, than nowadays. We .do
not say that a bishop in need of presbyopic aid might not call at the
chemist or optician first. Less exalted members of the cloth and
their wives often did. A respected aunt of- the writer's, who was
the wife of a. suburban vicar, always got- her glasses at the 'chemists'
and preferred so doing to being seen gratis by her nephew. The
future seems to envisage a dead level of mediocrity. The state will
pay whether the patient be A bishop or the humblest cottager in his
diocese. That section of the community- that does not matter a
tinker's curse will be just as well off for, ophthalmic treatment as
the tinker.
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The following rules of procedure to be proposed -at the beginning
of each Annual General Meeting have been agreed:

1. Each item on the Agenda shall be read out by the President
or an Officer.

2. Any Member or Associate wishing' to speak on this item
- shall thereupon 'raise 'his hand, but shall- not stand and speak until
- called upon by the President.

3. Each member shall -speak for not more than -five minutes
when the President shall rise. The President may at his discretion
ask a speaker to continue.
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